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ABSTRACT
Rehabilitation of maxillofacial defects is generally required in patients who have undergone cancer and infectious ablative surgery of the head and neck region. A multidisciplinary approach is required for the overall success from treatment planning, surgical procedure to prosthetic treatment. Resection following surgery results in a defect affecting normal physiological function and a psychological impact on the patient because of the lost body part. To restore function, it is essential that the surgical defect be obturated to prevent escape of air, fluid and food between the oral, nasal and orbital cavities. For maxillectomy cases, the treatment options is by fabricating a surgical obturator just after surgery followed by an interim obturator during healing and finally by a definitive obturator after total healing to complete the prosthetic treatment. In this article, a case treated by an interim obturator is presented after hemimaxillectomy and orbital resection fulfilling the need of the patient.
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INTRODUCTION
The prosthetic rehabilitation of a patient after hemimaxillectomy and orbital resection is a significant challenge to a maxillofacial prosthodontist. The problems such as decreased support, retention and stability are present due to loss of sufficient bone, teeth and surrounding tissues. When an implant based approach is not possible, the maxillofacial prosthodontist must rely on optimal utilization of the remaining supporting tissues and the neuromuscular skills of the patient. The surgical and interim obturators fabricated should fill the maxillary defect after surgery and in the healing period respectively being stable in position during function.

CASE REPORT
A 45-year old male patient reported to the Department of Maxillofacial Prosthodontics, with pain and swelling of the left eye since 6 months. Extra oral examination showed facial asymmetry with swelling and pus discharge from the left eye (Fig 1). Intra oral examination showed limited mouth opening with generalized adult periodontitis (Fig 2). After clinical and histopathological examination, it was diagnosed as Actinomycosis affecting the left orbital and the left maxillary antrum. Treatment was planned for surgical resection (Fig 3) of the left orbital region and the maxillary antrum. The prosthetic rehabilitation was done following strict infection control protocol to prevent any cross infection throughout the treatment procedure.

PROCEDURE
The patient post surgery presented with orbital and hemi-maxillary defects (Fig. 4 & Fig. 5) of the left side. On examining the patient from the superior view through the orbital defect, tongue was visible (Fig. 6). Before beginning prosthetic treatment, the patient was explained about the procedure and its limitations. After 1 week post surgery, diagnostic impression of the maxillary arch (Fig. 7) was made with irreversible hydrocolloid impression material and the diagnostic cast was obtained by pouring type III dental stone with transferred peripheral outline extension. A custom made metal reinforcement (Fig. 8) using 22 gauge orthodontic wire was
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made to increase the strength of prosthesis. The waxup procedure was completed after blocking the undercut areas. After investing and dewaxing, packing (Fig. 9) was done with heat cure clear acrylic resin and acrylized. Finished and polished interim oburator (Fig. 10) was inserted (Fig. 11) intraorally that covered the maxillary defect (Fig.

DISCUSSION

The maxillofacial defects acquired by patients

Fig. 1: Frontal view patient showing facial asymmetry with infected left eye

Fig. 2: Intraoral view showing limited mouth opening

Fig. 3: During surgical operation

Fig. 4: Frontal view post surgery showing orbital defect

Fig. 5: Intraoral view post surgery showing hemi maxillary defect

Fig. 6: Superior view tongue visible through the orbital defect

Fig. 7: Diagnostic impression of the maxillary arch

Fig. 8: Diagnostic cast with reinforced metal wire

Fig. 12) with good fit. Patient was instructed to clean and soak the prosthesis daily for 30 minutes in 2% Betadine solution. Post insertion instructions were given to the patient with frequent follow up for evaluation.
due to trauma, cancer, infection or congenitally require high prosthetic care due to undergone surgical approach resulting in esthetic, functional and psychological impairment greatly affecting the patient’s quality of life. In most cases, it is difficult to achieve satisfactory outcome as jaw defects mainly affects vital functions such as respiration, mastication, deglutition, speech and esthetics. When surgical reconstruction of anatomic defect is contraindicated then prosthetic reconstruction must be employed to restore anatomy, function and esthetics. Rehabilitation of such patients is quiet challenging and requires multidisciplinary team for comprehensive care and optimal post treatment functional outcomes. Advanced cancers, infections or trauma which destroy structures may include soft and hard tissues of jaws, facial skeleton, oral tissues, lips, cheeks, nose and eyes, affecting the maxillofacial region. The defect may result in oroantral, oronasal, oronasal-orbital communication. The primary objectives of maxillofacial prosthetics and rehabilitation are to construct a prosthesis, which will restore the defect, improve function, enhance esthetics, return the patient back to society and thereby boost the morale of the patient contributing to the quality of life of the maxillofacial patient. Three types of maxillofacial prostheses used in jaw defect involvement are: the surgical obturator fabricated before and inserted just after surgery, the interim obturator used during healing stage and the definitive obturator used after complete healing of the maxillofacial defect. The role of maxillofacial prosthodontist in pre surgical intervention and post surgical rehabilitation varies depending on the modality of treatment. As a critical member of the multidisciplinary team, the maxillofacial prosthodontist co-ordinates the efforts in many facet of patient care. The prosthodontist must be acutely alert towards the medical health of the patient and be familiar with the various hospital protocols. He is best qualified to provide prosthetic support to the surgeon by preparing facial moulages and surgical stents to aid postoperative recovery. Communication with the surgeon about extent of disease, precise surgical technique, anticipated postoperative defects and healing time could help to plan the prosthetic treatment. Recommendations can be made for the preservation of tissues or to improve the existing anatomical structures to improve the retention, stability and support for the prosthesis. Similarly, interaction with the radiation oncologist can render opinion regarding oral and dental condition and recommended extraction of teeth, maintenance of teeth post radiation since the radiation might modify the care of teeth and
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mouth. Also, co-ordination with speech pathologist to gain knowledge about mechanics and physiology of speech can help to design the prosthesis, which can fulfill the requirements of resonance, phonation and articulation. The primary concern of the treatment is to assure that the oral cavity is prepared to reduce the potential untoward effects of cancer treatment. The patients should be educated regarding the possible short term and long-term complications of chemotherapy and radiotherapy, trained in oral hygiene methods and therapeutics for oral health preservation and rehabilitate the post surgical defect utilizing prosthesis. Long term follow-up and evaluation with an eye to the possibility of lesion recurrence is a part of the crucial contribution by the maxillofacial prostodontist.[3,7-10]

**CONCLUSION**

A multidisciplinary medico-dental team approach involving a team of craniofacial surgeon, oncologist, plastic reconstructive surgeon, radiologist, social worker with maxillofacial prostodontist are essential beginning from case history, patient examination, diagnosis, treatment planning, pre and post surgical interventions followed till definitive prosthetic rehabilitation. The prosthesis thus helps in mechanical, functional, esthetic and psychological enhancement of the patient even with the presence of maxillofacial defects
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